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Leadership Challenges &
Opportunities

´Unprecedented times for leadership of the
Great Commission mandate & the Great
Commandment motivation to, in and thru the
“Church” (ἐκκλησία ekklēsia – communities of
faith)
´A need for leadership that is mission oriented
but in the context of character forming
priorities & culture transforming motivations.
´We need leaders who believe, become and
behave with a sense of divine calling for times
like these.
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The Four-Fold Formation for
Times Such as These
Leadership
´Renewing minds to think Biblically &
Christo-centrically.
´Nurturing sanctified hearts to serve
“kenotically” – like Jesus served.
´Equipping holy hands for service known
by excellence, innovation, integrity &
humility
´Mastering the essential disciplines to
guide thinking, guard hearts & equip
hands.
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The Leaders Renewed Mind – Thinking
Biblically & Christo-Centrically

o In times like these we must intensify our
commitments to understanding the
foundational theories and theology of
effective leadership.
o Effective leadership is driven by the Great
Commission mandate to go and make
disciples teaching them to obey all that Jesus
commanded Mt. 28:20.
o Jesus spent more time teaching than in any
other single activity.

Renewing the Leader’s Mind
´ The early Church Fathers believed that
followers of Christ should be broadly skilled
both in and beyond the teachings of
Scripture and the Church in their search for
truth.
´ Serious scholars throughout the history of the
Christian movement emphasized following
Jesus with minds transformed rather than
conformed to secular paradigms.
´ Luther taught that Christ’s followers needed
to study not only languages and history but
also singing and music together with the
whole of mathematics - Wondrous ability fit
for anything
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oJohn Milton believed that a complete
and generous education is one that fits a
person to perform all the offices, both
private and public, of peace and of war.
(Tractate on Education)
oThe goal of learning is to repair the ruins
of our first parents by knowing God and,
out of that knowledge, to love Him,
imitate Him and be like Him. (Of
Education: 1644)

´ C.S. Lewis, in a sermon entitled Learning in
War Time challenged the students of his day
to take time for a thorough education even in
the midst of national turmoil.
´ To be ignorant now would be to throw down
our weapons and betray our uneducated
brethren who have, under God, no defense
but us against the intellectual attacks of the
heathen. Good philosophy must exist, if for no
other reason, because bad philosophy needs
to be answered.
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Four Dimensions of the
Renewed Mind
´ I like Albert Outler’s quadrilateral approach to
discovering revealed Truth that both informs &
transforms.
´ Scripture – the ultimate revelation of Truth
´ Reason – the renewed mind’s grappling of
Truth’s revelations for times like these.
´ Tradition – historic understandings & applications
of Truth’s revelations
´ Experience – the “feet-to-faith” of revelation in
terms of impact and transformation to serve the
present age.

Not an
Equilateral!
The problems Outler
saw if the
quadrilateral is seen
as an "equilateral,"
and all four "sources"
for authority and
truth discerning are
seen as equally
weighted.

The
Quadrilateral’s
Limitations
´The search for Truth
can start with any of the
four touchstones but
Scripture must always
be the “home plate”.
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The Spirit & the Renewed Mind
´ The Holy Spirit functions as the “coach” to help
us run these bases successfully.
´ Jn. 14: the catalytic role of the Holy Spirit as
Comforter, Tutor, Companion and ever-present
Teacher who helps us recall, understand,
appropriate and apply the Truth He reveals.
´ The Spirit helps me move from the limitations of
human thinking to revelation – to move beyond
reason and personal experiences to deeper,
broader and more comprehensive
understandings of revelation and the
applications needed for my calling.

Leader’s Renewed Mind
´ I believe that as we master the disciplines of
the renewed mind, we honor Paul s command
not to be conformed to the world but
transformed by the renewing of your mind
Rom.12: 2.

´ As leaders we must honor the faith of our
fathers who served God’s purposes in their
times by renewing minds for our times studying
to show (ourselves) approved unto God,
workmen that need not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the Word of Truth.
2 Tim.2: 15.
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Nurturing Sanctified Hearts – The
Who and Why of Effective
Leadership
o One of the great challenges of the life of the
renewing mind, however, is that left to itself
learning can lead to arrogance, isolation and self
pre-occupation.
o The greater the knowledge we acquire, the more
critical it is that, with the learning, we nurture a
holy love for God and all He loves.
o Knowledge is the blossom of the exercised mind.
Holy love is the fruit of the circumcised heart.
o We not only must stretch renewed minds, we also
must nurture sanctified hearts
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Nurturing Sanctified Hearts
´ The Great Commission focuses on teaching
them to obey all Jesus commanded.
´ His other Great , the Great Commandment
Mt. 12:30-31, is the key to employing our
knowledge for the ultimate good of
humanity.
´ The Great Commission’s teaching them to
obey is the method of renewed mind
discipleship.
´ The Great Commandment’s call to love
God, our neighbor and ourselves is the
motivation that conforms and transforms the
hearts of informed disciples.

o To nurture sanctified hearts we must hold the
lamp of revelation in one hand and the cross
of Christ with the other.
o To comprehend Jesus as the Truth we must be
motivated by love apprehending Him as the
way & the life in every dimension of learning,
living & serving.
o The love of God provides both meaning to and
motivation for the pursuit of Truth.
o Our leadership produces life as well as light
when it becomes the means to change both
hearts and minds.
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´ Good teaching (leading) cannot be reduced to
technique; good teaching comes from the
identity and integrity of the teacher.
´ In every class I teach, my ability to connect with
my students and to connect them with the
subject depends less on the methods I use than
on the degree to which I know and trust my
selfhood – and am willing to make it available
and vulnerable in the service of learning (pg.
10). Parker J. Palmer s The Courage to Teach
(1998).

The Motivation of Perfecting Love
that Transforms Character
´ Our leadership must be punctuated with the
convicting, conforming and comforting
presence of the Lord’s love.
´ We must possess a palpable sense of His
presence in all we do and with all we
encounter.
´ Such love is the evidence that in Him our
intellectual, social and ministry lives have their
meaning
´ To learn and never be satisfied is wisdom – to
teach and never be weary is love.
´ Tough Minds and Tender Hearts - Trueblood
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Nurturing Sanctified Hearts
´ The sanctified heart is the value added
expected by the vast majority of those who follow
Christ-centered leaders.
´ For those of us who believe that the call to
leadership is a means to invest deeply in the lives
as well as the minds of our “flocks” and
colleagues, the principle of self-sacrificing, other
serving love (ἀγάπη, agápē) rings true.
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“Holy Hands” Leadership –
The Jesus Kenosis
To think clearly and love deeply requires us to serve
sacrificially, extending/lifting “holy hands” (I. Tim. 1:8)
with agape love motivating our service.

´The implications for leadership in
understanding the “lead like Jesus” kenosis
model of Ph. 2:1-18. Greek: κένωσις, kénōsis
´Kenosis gives us a deeper contexts for what
has come to be called “servant leadership”.
´The emptying of privilege not of essence.
´The ultimate sacrifices of true humility

Servant Leadership – The Jesus
Kenosis (Greek: κένωσις, kénōsis)
The Kenotic model requires that we
focus on the needs of the led in our
leadership more than on the needs of
the leader.
´Note popular leadership theories that
are predominantly leader-centric.
´The Kenotic model focuses us on the
“who” and “why” (character and
motivation) of leadership rather than
just the “what, when, where and how”.
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Beatific Disciplines to Guide,
Guard and Equip our Leadership
1. Habits/disciplines to strengthen the
renewing of our leadership minds
2. Habits/disciplines to deepen the
sanctifying of our leadership hearts
3. Habits/disciplines to sharpen and
enhance our leadership skills
4. Habits to optimize our leadership
“temple”
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Benchmarks of Kenotic
Leadership
o The sweet savor of uncompromised
obedience characterized by integrity
and God-honoring humility.
o Professional excellence so that we
engage with authority & clarity.
o Innovating faith to go where others have
not gone before – new wineskin risk
taking.
o Noble sacrifices for the least, left & lost.

Kenotic Leadership of Humility,
Integrity, Innovation & Excellence
´ To and for what end are leaders’ minds renewed
hearts sanctified and hands equipped?
´ It is so that we can do the Father s business as
revealed in the life of Jesus Christ.
´ Kenotic leaders do that business by not only
thinking clearly and loving deeply but also by a
self-emptying, other-centered service known for its
humility, integrity, innovation & excellence.
´ Renewed minds and sanctified hearts are
validated by the full measure of the work their holy
hands perform, the creative ways in which they
do it, the integrity and humility that flows while
they do it and the price they are willing to pay to
see their leadership calling achieved for God’s
glory.
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Embracing the Call
to Kenotic Leadership

´ He has shown you what is good. And what
does the Lord require of you? But to do justly,
love mercy and walk humbly with your God.
Micah 6:8

´ Let us lift up our lamps of learning and
embrace the cross of loving that leads to
kenotic serving.
´ A desperate & needy world awaits the selfemptying service of Christian leaders who by
the Holy Spirit can lift up and extend holy
hands to transform their world.
´ So let us learn, love and serve as kenotic
leaders emulating the mind, heart and hands
of our Jesus!
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